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Moving the Market: Citigroup to Take $25 Million Hit In 'Dr. Evil' Case
David Reilly. Wall Street Journal. (Eastern edition). New York, N.Y.: Jun 29, 2005. pg. C.3
Abstract (Summary)

The FSA said the bank failed to adequately supervise its traders and conduct its business with "due skill, care and diligence."
But Citigroup wasn't charged with market manipulation, a more serious offense. "We did look at that issue thoroughly but
didn't find evidence that they'd set out to manipulate the markets," David Cliffe, an FSA spokesman, said.
Citigroup isn't out of the woods yet. Probes are continuing in Belgium and Portugal, while Italy's markets regulator has passed
the matter to magistrates for further investigation. Citigroup said it is cooperating fully with those investigations.
Full Text (374 words)
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LONDON -- Citigroup Inc. agreed to pay a GBP 4 million ($7.3 million) fine and disgorge almost GBP 10 million in profit in a
$25 million settlement with the U.K.'s markets watchdog over the bank's "Dr. Evil" trading strategy that roiled European
government-bond markets in August.
The big New York-based bank on Aug. 2, 2004, bought government-bond futures before selling 12.4 billion euros ($15.07
billion) of euro- zone government bonds on a range of electronic-trading platforms. Citigroup then bought back 3.77 billion
euros of bonds about 30 minutes later to net about $17.5 million in profit.
Traders at the bank planned the trades, which they dubbed Dr. Evil after a character in the Austin Powers spy-spoof movies,
after being encouraged by the bank "to increase profits through increased proprietary trading and the development of new
trading strategies," according to the U.K. regulator, the Financial Services Authority.
The agency added that the trades "caused a temporary disruption" on bond-trading platforms and "a sharp drop in bond
prices." Citigroup Chief Executive Charles Prince later called the trades "knuckle- headed."
The FSA said the bank failed to adequately supervise its traders and conduct its business with "due skill, care and diligence."
But Citigroup wasn't charged with market manipulation, a more serious offense. "We did look at that issue thoroughly but didn't
find evidence that they'd set out to manipulate the markets," David Cliffe, an FSA spokesman, said.
Citigroup argued that while there may have been some short-term disruption on the MTS electronic bond-trading platform in
Milan because of the trades, they didn't disrupt wider European government- bond markets. Nor was the aim of the strategy to
be "intentionally disruptive," said William Mills, chairman and chief executive of corporate and investment banking for Citigroup
in Europe, the Middle East and Africa.
The conclusion of the FSA's investigation is a big step for Citigroup toward putting the bond-trade fiasco behind it. Authorities
in Germany and Spain also have either cleared the bank of wrongdoing or declined to bring any charges against it.
But Citigroup isn't out of the woods yet. Probes are continuing in Belgium and Portugal, while Italy's markets regulator has
passed the matter to magistrates for further investigation. Citigroup said it is cooperating fully with those investigations.
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